Newsome Lupus Continent
YOU COULD BE THE FIRST NEWSOME LUPUS CONTINENT
We are now selecting contestants to participate in the Official 2019 Newsome Lupus pageant. Winners selected from each
category will advance and represent their Cities, State or County in the official MNLC Pageant.
You could be among these contestants! If you are single, marriage unattached person with or without Lupus. Ages 18 and
up, we invite you to APPLY TODAY!!

AGE REQUIREMENTS
Miss Newsome Lupus:
At least 18 and not over 29 calendar year (2019) of national pageant
Ms. Newsome Lupus:
At least 20 and not over 40 calendar year (2019) of national pageant
Mrs. Newsome Lupus:
At least 25 and over calendar year (2019) of national pageant
Mr. Newsome Lupus:
At least 21 and over calendar year (2019) of national pageant
1) Copy and paste Contestant Application into an e-mail (or complete and send as attachment)
2) Fill out all information requested
3) E-mail completed form and photo (professional photo not necessary) to gibsonlupuscenter@gmail.com
My job as director is to create a professional and rewarding experience for our contestants. We work hard to bring press and
notoriety to our pageant, our contestants and their causes. There will be many time-sensitive deadlines, material and
sponsorship obligations throughout your journey this year. It’s imperative that we have your involvement, support and
consideration. By sending in this application, you are pledging that you will be just as committed to us and we are to you. If
selected, you will receive notification via e-mail and a package in the mail.
Take the first steps to be the next Newsome Lupus Continent.
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Newsome Lupus Continent
Contestant Application
Our program is designed to be an excellent vehicle for your advocacy, career and personal goals. As a contestant, you will
be judged in five equal categories consisting of Personal Interview, Introduction Lupus Wear (Orange & Purple)
State/National Costume, Evening Gown and On-Stage Question. There is no talent competition and no experience
necessary.
Name:

D.O.B.& Current Age:

Address:

Closest Major City:

City:

Zip:

Phone:

E-Mail:

Height:

Weight:

Hair Color:

Eye Color:

Division Competing for: (Miss, Ms. Mrs. Mr.)
Tell us a little about yourself, your goals and your dreams.
Why are you interested in winning the crown and being the first Newsome Lupus Continent?
Pageants previously entered (titles if any):
Local Title Choice: 1st

2nd

3rd
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Newsome Lupus Continent
Pageant Qualification
After reviewing the age and all necessary requirements to enter the pageants and establishing that
you qualified for this prestigious event, the following are the requirements within the program that you
need to follow to participate.
● You must either have Lupus or an autoimmune deficiency.
● Be walking for a family member, personal friends or Individual that cannot walk for themselves that
has Lupus or an autoimmune deficiency.
There is no participation fee to enter, however every contestant is required to promote and sponsor 10
tickets for the event @ $20 a ticket a total of $200 (VIP tickets are $30). You are free to give these
tickets to whomever you wish to. We need members of the community to come to this event to learn,
be educated about lupus and autoimmune deficiencies for them to spread the message of Hope and a
possibility for a cure.
After 5 sponsored tickets a sash with your City/State or Country will be ordered to be used for
promotions. The deadline for sash ordered is January 20th while the deadline to enter is February
20th. If the city that you have selected to represent is taken you can choose the next available city,
please keep in mind that this is a competition and choosing a city that your family comes from is very
wise or it can be a city you lived in for a long time. Having a sash will help you with making
appearances and get the attention you need for sponsorships.
This is only the beginning of great things to come, I hope that you will take each opportunity and make the
best of it. Winning a title is the easy part what you do with it is what defines you has Royalty, all the best
on your journey.

Thank you for your interest in being crowned the first Newsome Lupus Continent!
- Your Director, Zuriel Gibson.
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